REGULARITY OF CAPILLARY SURFACES OVER DOMAINS WITH CORNERS LEON SIMON
Using the usual mathematical model (capillary surface equation with contact angle boundary condition) we discuss regularity of the equilibrium free surface of a fluid in a cylindrical container in case the container cross-section has corners.
It is shown that good regularity holds at a corner if the "corner angle" θ satisfies O<0<τr and θ + 2β>ττ, where 0</3< π/2 is the contact angle between the fluid surface and the container wall.
It is known that no regularity holds in case θ + 2β<π, hence only the borderline case θ + 2β = π remains open.
We here want to examine the regularity of solutions of capillary surface type equations (subject to contact angle boundary conditions) on domain Ω ciί 2 in a neighbourhood of a point of dΩ where there is a corner.
To be specific let Ω (as depicted in the diagram) be a region contained in D R = {x e R 2 : | x | < R) (R > 0 given) such that dΩ consists of a circular segment of dD R together with two compact Jordan arcs 7i, 7 2 such that 7i Π 7 2 = {0}. 7i, 7 2 are supposed to be Qua f Qΐ some o < a < 1, and to meet at 0 with angle (measured in Ω) θ, 0 < θ < π. We also suppose (without loss of generality, since we can always take a smaller R) that 7* intersects dD 0 in a single point for each i = 1, 2, 0 < p < R. where H is a locally bounded measurable function on Ω x R. It is assumed that a contact angle boundary condition holds; to be precise, we suppose 364 LEON SIMON (0.2) y(X).jκ(X) = cos£ at each point X - (x, u(x) ) with x e (Yi U 7 2 ) ~ {0}. Here and subsequently v(X) denotes the upward unit normal of the graph M of u at X (although we will assume that v is defined on all of (Ω { 0}) x R by v(x, t) =Ξ (-Du(x) , l)/l/l + \Du\ 2 for (x, t) e (Ω ~ {0}) x iί; thus v is constant on vertical lines), and μ(X) denotes the inward pointing unit normal of the boundary cylider ((Ti U 7 2 )~{0}) x R. Notice that of course (0.2) can be expressed as du/dη/i/l + \Du\ 2 = cosβ, where du\dr] denotes the directional derivative of u in the direction of the outward unit normal to dΩ ~ dD R .
As is well-known, in case H(x, u) = KU + λ (Λ:, λ constants) the equation (0.1) with boundary condition (0.2) is the usual model for the equilibrium free surface of a fluid in a cylindrical container, with side walls including (Yi (J 7 2 ) X R, subject to the influence of a uniform gravitational field acting in the vertical direction. (The case K = 0 corresponds to zero gravity, while tz > 0, tt < 0 correspond to gravitational fields acting vertically downwards and upwards respectively.)
The "contact angle" β of (0.2) is supposed to be a constant, with (0.3) 0 < β < π , but we could, without significant changes to the proofs, allow the case when β is a Holder continuous function satisfying (0.3) at each point of 7i U Ύ 2 . The angle θ (measured in Ω) between the arcs r u τ 2 at 0 is assumed to satisfy
where β = β if 0 < β ^ ττ/2 and β = π -β in case π/2 < β < π. That some condition on the relation between θ and β is necessary in order to deduce any regularity of u near 0 is evident from the results of Concus and Finn [4] , who show that, in case (0. The general idea of the proof of Theorem 1 is first to show that there is a point (0, z 0 ) e {0} x R at which the graph M of u has a nonvertical tangent plane
as vΌ^ + ^1 -^ 0. This is achieved in § §1-3, using some geometric measure theoretic arguments (involving interior regularity and first variation theory). A key point here is a positive lower bound for the two dimensional density of M = graph u at any point of M Π {0} x R. (See inequality (1.12) of §1.) In particular there are no "cusp-like" singularities. The angle condition (0.4) is needed to prove this lower density bound; (0.4) is not needed for any of the other results in this paper.
Having established the existence of a nonvertical tangent plane at (0, z 0 ) one then uses (in § 4) the interior regularity theory and the boundary regularity results of Jean Taylor [10] , away from {0} x R (i.e., away from the singular part of the boundary cylinder), to conclude the existence of a limit for Du{x) as x -» 0.
We should remark that while this paper is concerned only with nonparametric capillary surfaces in cylindrical containers, it is evident that regularity results for parametric solutions in general polyhedral-type containers satisfying suitable edge and vertex angle conditions can be obtained by appropriate modification of the method described here. 1* Preliminary area bounds* In this section, and subsequently, Ω and u are as described above, with sup^l^l <;Z/<oo (L a given fixed constant); v and μ are also as described in the introduction, and we use the following additional notation:
= lim μ{X) X X0 X-*0 Xe y±xR 1 As a rule we will represent points in R 366
J will denote any constant such that
Our first task in this section will be to establish upper bounds on the area of M. In fact we will show
where c is a constant depending only on J, L and i2. To see this we first multiply the equation (0.1) by a function ό 6 C\Ω -{0}) and integrate over the subdomain U Ξ= (Z> O -D ff ) n β, where 0 < σ < p <^ R. This gives
where f] denotes the inward unit normal of 3 U. We then take φ = u and let σ -> 0. One readily checks that (1.2) then yields (1.1). We are also here going to need the classical first variation formula for M. This says
where the notation is as follows: η denotes the unit normal to dM which is tangent to M and which points into Ω x R;
where δM = (of, δξ, δf) is the gradient operator relative to M, defined by = Σ (δϋ -
whenever h e C x (β x /?). (Thus δ M h is the orthogonal projection of the ordinary gradient Dh(X) onto the tangent space of M at X.)
Using this formula, we can bound the length of dM by the following argument.
Let r be the radial distance function defined by r(x,t) = \x\, x, teR 2 x R, let φ be any C 1 vector field on Ω x R ~ {0} x R with sup r\Dφ\ < co and support |φ| cD R x R, and for 0 < 4σ < p < R let ψ o eC\R % ) be such that ψ o {x, t) = τ(|a?|) for (α, ί)eiί 2 x R, where 7 6 C 3 (i2) satisfies the conditions:
(Thus 7(<0 -> min {t/p, 1} uniformly asσ-^0 for ίe [0, R] .) Then, upon substituting ψ a φ in place of φ in (1.3) and letting σ -* 0, we deduce
y virtue of (0.2). Thus if Ύ is the unit vector bisecting the angle θ formed by the tangents to y lt γ 2 at 0, we have
on 3Λf Π (X>^0 X-B) for sufficiently small p Q > 0. (That sin 0/2-I cos/31 > 0 is just a restatement of (0.4).) By (1.1) we thus deduce from (1.4) (after taking φ -scalar function x 7 and letting p j 0) that
In terms of the varifold V = v(M) associated with Λf ([l, 3.5] ), this, along with (0.1) and (1.1), tells us that
where δV denotes the first variation of V and \\δV\\ is its total variation ( [1, 4.1, 4.2] 
JMC\(.DpXR)
In view of (1.1) (1.9) and Schwartz inequality, we see from (1.4) that [1, 7.5(6) ] (taking f -1 there), we then deduce
for some positive constant c depending only on J and the constant c in (1.11). We deduce particularly that the bound (1.12) holds also for YeM Π ({0} x JB). For convenience of notation we will henceforth suppose 0 e M n ({0} x JB) (this can be arranged by replacing u by u -z 0 for suitable z 0 ), and hence (1.12) holds with Y -0. Notice that (1.12) says in particular that M cannot have a "cusp-like" singularity at a point of {0} x R. If the condition (0.4) is violated however, it appears intuitively evident that there exists graphs M of bounded mean curvature which do exhibit such singularities.
2* Monotonicity and consequences* In this section we first want to establish a certain monotonicity property. (See (2.6) below.) It seems likely that this can be proved by modifying the relevant argument of Jean Taylor [10] . It will be convenient here however to use standard varifold theory [1, § §3, 4, 5.1-5.4] ; the reader will see that only a few of the more elementary aspects of [1] are used in this section, and as in §1 only the stationary character of M, rather than a minimizing property, is needed.
To begin, suppose ψ is a C 1 vectorfield in J? 3 with the properties
Let F = {(&, t): xej.Dy,^ {0}, t ^ u(x)} and for 0 < σ < i? let jP σ = F f] {(x, t): σ <, \x\ <L R -σ}. The classical divergence theorem (e.g., [7, 5.6.9] ), which we apply to F σ and let σ -> 0, gives
whenever ψ is a C\(D R x Λ) function. Here PΓ denotes the two dimensional varifold v(F) associated with F, and y denotes the unit normal of dM which is tangent to F and which points into F.
Since cos βj φ -η φ (η as in (1.3)) whenever ^ is as in (2.1), we can then multiply by-cos β in (2.2) and add the result to ( 4) sup |X|-«|ί)(X-^(X))[< co . where c depends only on J, for any Cl(( -R, R)) function 7. In view of this, a minor modification of the argument of [1, 5.1] or [8, §3] shows that, for a suitable constant c, (2.6) exp (cp^H^IK^0)) is increasing in p, 0 < p < R .
Furthermore, by (1.12), (2.2), (2.6) and [1, 4 .12] we deduce that there is nonzero stationary varifold C in the varifold tangent of Z at 0. Thus, writing μ r to represent the homothetic transformation X\-^rX (r > 0), we can find a sequence r /c -> oo so that V^ -lim fc _ >co /i r^F , Woo = lim^ μ rh% W, and W^ = lim^μ^TF all exist and so that C = Foo -cos/SJFoo or C = F*, + cos/5ΪFoo according as cos/3 is negative or positive. Evidentally μ r #||C|| = ||C|] (by (2.6)). An immediate consequence of (1.12) is that, for each p > 0, there is a sequence ε k -> 0 such that 3. Tangent plane for M at 0. From the interior nonparametric regularity theory [9, §3] (alternatively from the parametric theory of [1, §8] or [3] or [6] ), we deduce that there exist λ, 0 6(0, 1) and a constant c > 0, all depending only on pJ, such that, whenever YeM and B P (Y) Π (312 x R) = 0
Let {r fc } be the sequence used to construct the varifold C in §2,
by u k (x) = r k u{r k ι x\ xeΩ k ) 9 and let F^, TFoo, TF^ be as in §2. Also, let Ω^ be the domain enclosed by the rays which are tangent to j 19 7 2 at 0, so that the Lebesgue measure of [(42*, -Ω k 
onverges to zero as k -> ^o for each ^ > 0. In view of (3.1) and in view of the fact that (by (0.1)) M k )) M k has mean curvature bounded by J/r k , we deduce that
where MJi = lim M k taken in Ω TO x R in the varifold sense) is either empty or a smooth minimal (not necessarily connected) submanifold of Ω TO x R with (3.2) ΦWoo Π £,(0)) < oo for each p > 0 (by (2.6)) and with μ^MJ) = ΛC for each r > 0. This last property just says that 1C is a cone, which is true by (2.6) and [1, 5.2 (2)(a)]. One now readily checks (from the fact that M^ is a C 2 cone with zero mean curvature) that 
3=1
where π ά are planes through the origin and π t Π π 3 -Γi Ω^ x /? = 0 for i ^ j. We must consider the possibility that N -co here, but in any case by (3.2) we see immediately that at most a finite subcollection of {π lf τr 2 , } intersects a given compact subset of Ω^ x R. Evidently, since M^ is the limit (taken in Ω^ x R in the varifold sense) of the sequence M k of graphs, we easily deduce from (3. 
where K is defined on i2 x R by if(#, ί) = H (x, u(x) ) f (a?, ί)eβ x i?, so that if is constant on vertical lines. We claim that U = {(x, t)eΩ x R:t < u(x)} minimizes E in the sense that (3.4) E
(U, B P (fl)) £ E(W, B p (0))
To see this, first note that the equation (0.1) can be written div v = K on Ω x R, where K is as above. An alternative way of writing this is (3.6) d (0) by (1.1), (3.5) and [5, 4.5.6(1) ]. Next let ψ σ be a nonnegative C\R 3 ) function with f ff = l or
x R and sup Λ s | D^σ | £ 3/σ, and use the identity
Letting σ I 0 and using [5, 4.5.6(4) ] to evaluate the left side of this identity, we deduce
where fj v , fj w denote the exterior normals of U and W respectively. (See [5, 4.5.5] whenever W is as in (3.5) , it is evident from (3.4) that for k = 1, 2, we have
We can now show that M^ Φ ψ. In fact we will show that
which is a stronger statement because V^ΦO by (1.12). To prove (3.7) first note that since F TO = lim^*, μ rΛ# F, by virtue of (1.11) and (2.6) we can apply [1, 5.4] 
for all sufficiently large k> and (by virtue of (2.7))
where σ fc -> 0 as k-^> °°. Next, let {/ fc } be a sequence of C°° mappings of R 3 into JB 3 with the properties:
(It is left to the reader to check that such a sequence exists.) For each k we now let U k = μ r]c (U), U k = interior f k (U k ), and we let i?* be as in (3.4) '. From construction of the f k9 we know that for k = 1, 2, -,
and, by virtue of (3.8),
where σ k -^0 as k-^oo. Combining (3.10), (3.11), we deduce that (for ε < 1 -I cos β | and k sufficiently large) Here we use the notation that r, A) = § 2 (3TF n (^ x Λ) n A) -cos ^2(sτ^ n (3β TO x JS) n A)
for any TΓ as in (3.14) and any bounded Borel set A. Now we want to show Case 2 is impossible. To see this, note first that in Case 2 U^ = UϊxΛ for some open U^czΩ^ with dU£ a finite union of rays emanating from the origin. Define
for any open W satisfying ((wu^uiu^ ~w))n Ace A, and note that it follows from (3.13) that (3.16) ^(t/20 f or any W as in (3.15) . Since Ω^ ~ Ό^ clearly satisfies a variational principle similar to that satisfied by U^ but with π -β in place of β 9 in case N > 1 we can suppose without loss of generality that there is a component TF* of U£ with W* n dΩ M = {0}. But then
where W* is obtained by "smoothing out" the vertex of W* at 0. Since this contradicts (3.16), we deduce N = 1.
To show that we also get a contradiction in Case 2 if N = 1, we note that if β 0 is the angle formed by U™ at 0, and if β 0 < β, then we have (3.17) E2?(W*) < E^iUS?)
if W* is constructed as follows: Let pedD 1/2 Π (dU™ ~ 3&J and let q be the point on dU™ Π 3.0â t distance ε from 0. We then let W* = ?7 t^) -if, where if is the closed 1/2-plane with 0 6 H ~ dH and {p, q} c dH. For ε small enough one then easily checks that (3.17) holds. Thus we deduce (3.18) βo^β.
However, again using the fact that Ω w -U^] satisfies a similar variational problem with π -β in place of β, we can deduce by the same argument that
Adding (3.18) and (3.18)' we have θ^π, thus contradicting (0.4).
Thus Case 2 is impossible, and we are left with Case 1. Notice that the plane π λ in Case 1 is uniquely determined by β and Ω^. In fact a standard (nonparametric) argument (based on the fact that (3.13) holds) shows that π 1 must make an angle (measured in U«) of β with each component of (dΩ^ x R) ~ ({0} x JB). Thus π x is characterized by saying that π x has a unit normal v° with the properties
(This characterizes π λ completely because μ {1) and μ (2) are linearly independent.) Thus we have shown that M^ = π L n (^oo X -B) with π x having unit normal v° as in (3.19) , independent of the particular sequence {r k } chosen to construct M^. It follows that {μ rk $V} converges to the same limit vfa Π (ΰ M x B)) for every sequence r k -> oo. In particular we may take r k = 2\ One easily checks that (2.7) then implies 376 LEON SIMON (3.20) lim
-o, where v\, v\ 9 v\ are the components of the vector v° normal to π x . In particular, we deduce lim^^e^^x) exists, thus completing the proof of the first assertion of Theorem 1. On the other hand, if we use the boundary regularity theory of J. Taylor [10] , we deduce by (4.1) that (4.2) actually holds for any X = (x, u k (x) ), Y = (y, k {y)) with | X -Y\ < a and x 9 y e {z e Ω k : 1 ^ I z I S 2, dist (z, Ω^) < σ}, provided σ is sufficiently small (independent of k). Combining this fact with (4.1) and reasoning as before, we deduce (4.4) lim Du{x) = (vl)-\v°u v°2) xeT σ where T σ = {x e -Ω: dist (»/|a|, 3i3J < α}. Theorem 1 is now established by combining (4.3) and (4.4).
